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ABSTRACT: Lean premixed flames are useful for low nitrogen
oxide (NOx) emissions but more prone to induce combustion
instability in gas turbines. Combustion instability of a lean
premixed swirling flame (LPSF) with hydrogen−methane was
investigated experimentally. The effects of hydrogen addition on
combustion instability with equivalence ratios 0.75−1 were
investigated with acoustic frequencies (90−240 Hz) and acoustic
amplitudes (the ratio of velocity fluctuation to an average velocity
of 0−0.5), respectively, which are characterized by the gain and
phase of the flame describing function (FDF). The evolution of
vortex and the flame morphologies were observed by the particle
image velocimetry (PIV), intensified charge-coupled device
(ICCD), photomultiplier tube (PMT), and Cassegrain optical systems. The global and local heat release fluctuations of the
LPSF were shown by CH*/OH* chemiluminescence and temperature measurements. Results show that the FDF features maximum
and minimum gain values in the acoustic frequency range of 90−240 Hz and reaches local maximum peaks at 110 and 180 Hz and
local minimum peaks at 160 Hz. It can also be observed that varying velocity amplitudes (0−0.5) have greater effects on the gain and
phase of FDF than changing equivalence ratios (0.75−1) for lean swirling flames. Higher velocity amplitudes more effectively
intensified the compression of the flame length, which enhanced the mixing of the high-burning gas and the unburned gas, and then
heat release fluctuations increased. However, it is more interesting that the effects of hydrogen addition on the combustion instability
of the LPSF show a completely opposite phenomenon due to acoustic frequency under all experimental conditions. The FDFs were
compared at typical frequencies of 140 and 180 Hz, and it was found that combustion instability enhanced with increasing hydrogen
content at 140 Hz while weakened at 180 Hz. The flow field of PIV images shows that it is related to the location and development
of vortices in the flame with varying acoustic frequencies. The intensity of OH*/CH* chemiluminescence, local temperature, and
heat release rate show the same changing trend with the flame morphology for two acoustic parameters with the increasing hydrogen
content in the LPSF. This directly affects the compression and curvature of the LPSF and thereby changes the mixture and
temperature of the combustible gas, which influence the heat release fluctuation of the LPSF.

1. INTRODUCTION

Lean premixed flames are useful for low nitrogen oxide (NOx)
emissions but more prone to induce combustion instability in
gas turbines,1 which is also known as thermoacoustic instability
typically generated by the interaction between unsteady heat
release oscillation and pressure fluctuation. The instability grows
due to the acoustic energy supplied by the flame, so combustion
instability is determined by the flame response.2 This unstable
combustion phenomenon can damage the structure of the
device,3−6 which is an important technical problem worldwide.
Researchers investigated the mechanism of combustion
instability including flame surface fluctuation,7,8 equivalence
ratio fluctuation,9,10 entropy wave fluctuation,11 and vortex
shedding12 and found that heat release oscillation changing with
the flame response to flow field is the fundamental basis of the
combustion instability; therefore, the most important factor is to

understand how the changes in heat release fluctuation are
caused by the flame response to acoustic excitation.7−12

Recently, with the increasing application of synthetic natural
gas, more research studies on H2/CH4 have been reported.
Compared with traditional fuels, syngas fuels show definitely
different combustion characteristics. Experimental results with
simplified burners have shown that the addition of hydrogen to
methane could improve energy density,13 increase laminar
burning velocity,14 extend flashback limit, change ignition
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characteristics,15,16 enhance flame stability, and reduce NOx
emission.17,18

The addition of hydrogen to fuel influences both the chemical
and physical processes in the flame. Researchers have proposed
different opinions on the effects of hydrogen addition on flame
instability. Di Sarli19 investigated the effects of hydrogen content
on lean premixed flame dynamics and observed that the higher
hydrogen content influences the flame burning rate and flame
surface area, then generates the pocket phenomenon and affects
the flow field quantitatively and qualitatively. Schefer20 found
that the higher OH concentration with the addition of up to 20%
hydrogen content occurs near the outer shear layer of the lean
premixed swirling flame, thereby extending the lean stability
limits of the burner. Yilmaz’s21 research studies show that
hydrogen addition results in a significant change in the
combustion characteristics of the mixture and increases flame
compression at ranges of acoustic frequencies. The thermoa-
coustic coupling phenomenon and acoustic response at the base
of the flame show different characteristics with resonant and
nonresonant frequencies. Kim22 proposed that the higher
diffusivity of hydrogen content accelerates the premixing
velocity, resulting in a decrease in the elapsed time of the
high-temperature reaction zone. Garciá-Armingol23investigated
the relationship between flashback and combustion instabilities
of hydrogen-enriched fuels and found that hydrogen addition is
prone to induce periodic tempering, leading to changes in flame
fronts and temperature fluctuations, which in turn lead to higher
velocity fluctuations and thermoacoustic oscillations. However,
other researchers observed that hydrogen addition inhibits
combustion instability. Taamallah24observed that hydrogen
addition causes the value of the strain rate function to become
smaller and decreases combustion instability, which appears in
the external recirculation zone. Barbosa25 concluded that
hydrogen addition significantly causes increasing flame length,
decreasing flame width and heat release, and declining
combustion instability. Emadi26,27 found that the degree of
thermoacoustic oscillation at the root position of the mixed gas
flame with 40% of hydrogen content at 135 Hz acoustic
frequency of sound is significantly reduced. Therefore, the
addition of hydrogen is considered to be an effective method to
suppress combustion instability.
Due to the higher reactivity of hydrogen fuel, the effects of

hydrogen addition on flame for improving flashback and ignition
could be well understood. However, the practical applications of
hydrogen−methane are still limited due to the lack of laws and
mechanisms of the interaction between hydrogen and methane
and complicated flow field. A full investigation of the effects of
hydrogen content on flame with acoustic parameters will be not
only beneficial for controlling the phenomenon of combustion
instability but also helpful for understanding flame propagation
in industrial burners with hydrogen-rich fuels. In conclusion, the
response of flame dynamics to acoustic excitation due to
hydrogen fraction deserves more in-depth research.
Our group has obtained the combustion instability character-

istics of methane/hydrogen lean premixed swirl flames.28 Now
we conduct further research on the effects of hydrogen addition
on the combustion instability of the hydrogen−methane lean
premixed swirling flame (LPSF) by examining the flame
response to a range of equivalence ratios, acoustic frequencies,
and velocity amplitudes induced by acoustic excitation. Four
different blends of hydrogen and methane were applied as fuels
at equivalence ratios of 0.75−1, with acoustic frequencies of 90−
240Hz and acoustic amplitudes (the ratio of velocity fluctuation

to an average velocity of 0−0.5. The flame describing functions
(FDFs) are used to describe the effects of hydrogen content on
the combustion instability of swirling flame at different acoustic
parameters. The effects of hydrogen content on combustion
instability were analyzed by the dynamic response of the LPSF
to acoustic excitation, including FDF, vortex evolution shown by
particle image velocimetry (PIV) images, the flame structure
shown by OH* and CH*, local temperature, and heat release
rate of the flame.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
2.1. Experimental Apparatus. To investigate the effects of

hydrogen addition on thermoacoustic instability, it is necessary
to establish a relatively independent combustor and adjustable
acoustic devices for measuring the flame response to acoustic
forcing. The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 1. It is an

annular tube with a diameter of 140 mm and height of 1600mm,
which consists of two parts, the upper part is an optically
accessible quartz combustion chamber with a swirl combustor
and the lower part is a loudspeaker. Combustion instability in
engineering applications is related to low-frequency and high-
amplitude thermoacoustic oscillations. The loudspeaker that is
placed at the bottom of the tube can generate a forced acoustic
wave. The acoustic signal is amplified by the power amplifier to
form an adjustable acoustic amplitude and frequency.
Experiments were performed in a swirl combustor of

hydrogen−methane fuel, with a swirl number of 0.8 and vane
angle of 43.5°, which is commonly used in gas turbines. The
swirl combustor consists of eight swirl blades with an outer
diameter of 12 mm and inner diameter of 8 mm. Methane,
hydrogen, and air are controlled by the thermal mass flow
controllers (SHENGYE, SY-93) with a measuring accuracy of
1.5% full range. The mixture of fuel and air is injected into a
mixing chamber, which is connected to the swirl combustor. The
flame excited by the loudspeaker could be observed and
recorded through the quartz windows with a length of 90 mm
and height of 400 mm.
The dynamic response of the LPSF to acoustic excitation is

analyzed by heat release oscillation, flame morphology,
temperature distribution, and CH*/OH* chemiluminescence.
The flame front and the flow field are recorded by experimental
instruments, including the photomultiplier tube (PMT,

Figure 1. Experimental system.
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Hamamatsu R928), intensified charge-coupled device (ICCD)
camera (Andor DH334), micro-thermocouple, particle image
velocimetry (PIV) system, and Cassgrain optical system.
The most important parameters to illustrate the flame

dynamic response are the value of heat release oscillation and
flame images. Research studies have shown that the whole heat
release rate for the lean premixed flame is proportional to the
intensity of OH* chemiluminescence.29,30 Thus, OH* chem-
iluminescence emissions obtained by a photomultiplier tube
(PMT,Hamamatsu R928) with theOH filter (315± 10 nm) are
used for illustrating the intensity of the heat release rate in the
chemical reaction zone for the positive relationship between
them. The local heat release fluctuation of the flame was
obtained with a diameter of 0.382 mm in the flame by a series of
reflections, which is called the Cassegrain system.31 This
noncontact system was designed using the Cassegrain optical
principle to detect dynamic chemiluminescence signals on a
point inside the flame.
The instantaneous flame images could reflect flame

morphology especially the flame front structure, which could
be assessed by CH* chemiluminescence. The whole flame front
structures were obtained by an ICCD camera (Andor DH334)
with a CH* chemiluminescence filter (427± 10 nm), and a two-
dimensional (2D) flame section was shown by the Abel
deconvolution scheme.32,33

The phase-locked images of the flow field were obtained by
the PIV system including a YAG laser (double 150 mJ pulses at
532 nm) and 4M digital camera (2048× 2048 pixels) with 3 μm
Al2O3 particles mixed with the fuel. Due to the symmetry of the
flame, the PIV system records the right side of the flame (40 mm
× 50mm) to show vortex development, and images are analyzed
by the 2D cross-correlation fast Fourier transform (FFT)
algorithm. PIV images and the acoustic field are triggered
simultaneously and recorded by the phase-locked measurement
to obtain a transient flame structure.
To accurately measure the acoustic velocity amplitude at the

location of the flame, the P−P method with two microphones
was used. The principle of the P−P method to measure acoustic
velocity fluctuation is shown in Figure 2.28 NI-DAQ acquisition
was used for obtaining the data of velocity fluctuation and heat
release fluctuation synchronously.

In Figure 2, m is the midpoint of microphones A and B, r is the
distance between the sound source andm, andΔr is the distance
between microphones A and B. According to the one-

dimensional Euler equation, the velocity of location m can be
expressed as

∫ρ
= −

∂
∂

u t
p t

r
t( )

1 ( )
d

0 (1)

where u(t) is the acoustic velocity, ρ0 is the density of the

acoustic medium, and ∂
∂
p t

r
( ) is the sound pressure gradient in the

sound propagation direction, which can be approximated by the
first-order finite difference when the distance between the two
microphones is far less than sound wavelength Δr ≪ λ, that is

∂
∂

=
−

Δ
p t

r

p t p t

r
( ) ( ) ( )B A
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Substituting eq 2 into eq 1, we can get the acoustic velocity as

∫ρ
= −

−
Δ

u t
p t p t

r
t( )

1 ( ) ( )
d

0

B A

(3)

2.2. Experimental Conditions. The experimental param-
eters including hydrogen contents, equivalence ratios, acoustic
frequencies, and acoustic amplitudes are shown in Table 1.
Research results show that the addition of 20% hydrogen to fuel
leads to a transition from a wrinkled regime to a more vigorous
regime,21 a significant increase in OH concentration, and
extension of the lean limit,22 sufficiently inducing flame-acoustic
close coupling.23 Therefore, experiments were run for the lean
mixture with the four blends of hydrogen contents (0, 10, 20,
40%).
Equivalence ratio fluctuation is also one of the important

parameters for combustion instability due to its strong effects on
heat release fluctuation, which has been proposed as one of the
four basic mechanisms,7−12 besides flame surface fluctuation,
entropy wave fluctuation, and vortex shedding. Therefore, the
equivalence ratios of 0.75−1 for the LPSF were selected for
comparative investigation; due to this, ranges of equivalence
ratios are also used in gas turbines to meet low NOx emission
requirements.
Research studies show that when combustion instability

occurs, the flame usually acts as an amplifier in the lower
frequency range and its response depends on the acoustic
amplitude.34 Also, the visible flame structure significantly
changes with the acoustic frequency varying from 100 to 220
Hz.27 Thus, experimental conditions including acoustic velocity
amplitudes of 0−0.5 and acoustic frequencies from 90 to 240Hz
were used and adjusted by the loudspeaker (JBL A0208A) with
the acoustic wave generator (GWINSTEK AFG-2225).
The equivalence ratio φ is calculated according to eq 4,35

where α is the mole fraction of hydrogen in the mixture,m is the
mass of gas, and MW is the molar mass of gas.

Figure 2. Schematic of the P−P method.

Table 1. Experimental Parameters

operating
condition

hydrogen flow rate
(N mL/min)

methane flow rate
(N mL/min)

equivalence
ratio (φ)

acoustic frequency
( f) (Hz)

acoustic amplitude (ratio of velocity fluctuation to
average velocity) (A)

1 0 1000 0.75−1.0 90−240 0−0.5
2 100 900
3 200 800
4 400 600
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The equivalence ratios are achieved by adjusting the
corresponding air volume with constant fuel volume as
hydrogen contents varied, which are effective as experimental
ranges of hydrogen contents.23 These can be precisely
controlled within a measuring accuracy of 1.5% full range. The
laminar combustion conditions are conducted so that the impact
of the acoustic excitation can be shownmore clearly. Each group
of experimental conditions was operated three times, and the
average results were taken. The uncertainty of the results could
be controlled within 1.5%.
2.3. Flame Describing Functions. The FDF, which is a

function of acoustic frequencies and amplitudes, represents the
dynamic response of the heat release oscillation by incoming
velocity perturbations.36−39 The relationship between the
velocity perturbations and heat release oscillations could be
constructed by the FDF. The FDF is defined as follows

′ = ′ ̅
′ ̅

≃
′ ̅

′ ̅
* *F f u

Q Q
u u

I I
u u

( , )
/
/

/
/

OH OH

(5)

where Q̅ is the whole time-averaged heat release rate, u̅ is the
injector bulk velocity, and Q′ and u′ are the corresponding
fluctuations of the whole heat release rate and bulk velocity
under an acoustic frequency, respectively. A represents a
dimensionless acoustic velocity amplitude, which is defined as
the ratio of velocity fluctuation to the injector bulk velocity. The
heat release rate is obtained by measuring the total light
emissions of excited radicals OH* with a photomultiplier. The
FDF can be expressed as

= ′ = ′

̅
Φ ′F f H f u

u
u

A A( , ) ( , ) e ,f ui ( , )
(6)

whereH reflects the gain of the FDF and the phaseΦ defines the
time delay between the velocity fluctuation and the heat release
rate. The higher gain of the FDFmeans greater effects of velocity
fluctuation on heat release fluctuation and stronger combustion
instability.

3. RESULTS
First, the laws of the FDF gain with ranges of acoustic
frequencies (90−240 Hz) at various hydrogen contents (0, 10,
20, 40%) were investigated experimentally. Then, the FDFs of
the LPSF varying with equivalence ratios of 0.75−1 under the
acoustic frequency of 140/180 Hz were compared. Finally, the
results of the FDF changing with acoustic velocity amplitudes of
0−0.5 under the acoustic frequency of 140/180 Hz with the
increasing hydrogen content were reported.
3.1. Effects of Hydrogen Contents on the FDF of

Swirling Flame Varying with Acoustic Frequencies.
Experiments were conducted to investigate the variation of the
FDF gain with the acoustic frequency at various hydrogen
contents. The results are shown in Figure 3 at the acoustic
velocity fluctuation of 0.3 and an equivalence ratio of 0.8. The
following features can be observed:

(1) It is interesting to show that the FDF features maximum
and minimum gain values in the low-frequency range

(90−240 Hz). For a given hydrogen content, the FDF
gain fluctuated significantly following an increase in
acoustic frequency and reached local maximum peaks at
110 and 180 Hz and local minimum peaks at 160 Hz. The
repeated increase and decrease in the FDF gain were
observed with varying acoustic frequencies.

(2) When the acoustic frequency increased from 90 to 110Hz
or from 160 to 240 Hz, the FDF gain decreased following
an increase in the hydrogen content, which indicates that
the flame response was less sensitive to disturbances, and
the effects of acoustic excitation on heat release
fluctuation became weaker. It is beneficial for controlling
combustion instability. On the contrary, the FDF gain
increased with an increase in the hydrogen content within
the range of 110−160 Hz, which implies that the
combustion instability of the LPSF can be more easily
induced.

3.2. Effects of Hydrogen Contents on the FDF of
Swirling Flame Varying with Equivalence Ratios. In this
section, the flame describing functions with ranges of hydrogen
contents at an equivalence ratio range of 0.75−1 were obtained.
The structures of the flame front, vortices in the flame flow field,
OH* chemiluminescence intensity, local temperature, and heat
release fluctuation were also obtained to show the law of
combustion instability.
Figure 4 shows the effects of the hydrogen content on the

flame transfer function with the equivalence ratio range of 0.75−
1 and the acoustic velocity fluctuation of 0.2 at an acoustic
frequency of 140/180Hz. The gain of the FDF slightly increased
with the equivalence ratio and reached a plateau, and then
decreased as the equivalence ratio increased. At an equivalence
ratio of 0.75−1, the gain of the FDF (|H|) increased with the
hydrogen content at the acoustic frequency of 140 Hz but
decreased at 180 Hz. The higher gain of the FDF showed that
the effects of velocity fluctuation on combustion instability are
stronger. The opposite phenomenon was observed at 180 Hz.
The combustion instability was enhanced with the high
hydrogen content at 140 Hz and decreased at 180 Hz at
equivalence ratios of 0.75−1.
The phase of the FDF (Figure 4) indicates that the higher

hydrogen contents cause an increase in the phase of the FDF and
it moves away from 2π at both acoustic frequencies of 140 and
180 Hz. The phase signal can show a global delay of dynamical
interaction between the modulation of the incoming velocity
and heat release fluctuations. The phase difference between the
heat release oscillation and the velocity oscillation increased
with the higher hydrogen content but still limited to 2.5π. Under

Figure 3. Variation of the FDF gain with acoustic frequency.
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these cases, swirling flames were still in an unstable state of
combustion instability with these phase differences and did not
enter another stable dynamic mode.31 The higher hydrogen
contents increased the time delay between the incoming velocity
modulation and heat release rate, resulting in perturbation. We
noted a phenomenon that the gain of the FDF has different
trends changing with hydrogen contents, which is related to
vorticity wave that has been reported by experimental
studies37,39 and simulation modeling.40,41

Figure 5 shows the CH* distribution and flow field of flames
recorded by ICCD and PIV separately. The CH* fluorescence
images (left side in Figure 5) are cumulative images in one cycle,
which can show the whole flame structure and the location of
flame front. The instantaneous images (right side in Figure 5)
are recorded at the phase (180°) by PIV to show the vortex
structure at 140/180 Hz. From CH* fluorescence images, the
wider and more curved flame could be observed with higher
hydrogen contents at f = 140 Hz, while the narrower flame at the
upstream and a sharp curvature at the downstream region were
exhibited with lower hydrogen contents at 180 Hz.
In PIV images, the larger vortex sizes at the base of the flame

were shown with a higher hydrogen content under an acoustic

frequency of 140 Hz, which would induce a stronger
entrainment effect and mixing on the flow field of the flame,
augmenting the heat release and aggravating the combustion
instability.21,26,39 The intensity of OH*, the local temperature,
and local heat release fluctuation will confirm that phenomenon.
Under an acoustic frequency of 180 Hz, vortex was greatly

affected by acoustic excitation at the downstream zone of the
LPSF; as the hydrogen content increased, the size of the vortex
became smaller, thereby decreasing the heat release fluctuations
and inhibiting combustion instability. The coupling position of
the flame and the vortex under acoustic excitation is very
important for the whole heat release rate because the upper and
lower parts of the LPSF have different phases of heat release
fluctuations.32,42

To investigate different mechanisms of the effects of hydrogen
contents on the FDF at 140/180 Hz, the local temperature and
local FDF were further observed and analyzed with an
equivalence ratio of 0.8.
The OH* chemiluminescence of flame front (left side) and

OH* chemiluminescence distribution of the flame through Abel
transformation (right side) are shown in Figure 6. There are
different trends at 140 and 180 Hz with the increasing hydrogen

Figure 4. Effects of the hydrogen content on the flame describing function with an equivalence ratio range of 0.75−1.

Figure 5. Effect of hydrogen content on CH* distribution (left) and flow field (right) at an equivalence ratio of 0.8.
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content. A longitudinal shortening flame and lateral widening
flame changed with the increasing hydrogen content at 140 Hz,
while the opposite phenomenon was observed at 180 Hz.
Meanwhile, it was also observed that as the hydrogen content
increased, the OH* chemiluminescence intensity was higher at
140 Hz and the OH* chemiluminescence intensity was lower at
180 Hz.
The downstream area of the flame decreased from the

perspective of the internal circulation zone at 180 Hz, and then,
the internal recirculation area of the swirling flame became
smaller. This is related to the decrease in the high-temperature
combustion products at the counter current returning to the
bluff body of the swirler, the lower initial temperature of the
premixed gas, and the decreasing chemical reaction rate.43

The effects of hydrogen content on the flame combustion
instability at 140/180 Hz were shown by local temperature and
heat release fluctuation at the position of vortex. The local OH*
chemiluminescence concentration was obtained by the Casse-
grain system. The local temperature was acquired by the S-type
thermocouple and obtained by an average of 5000 data.
Figures 7 and 8 present the local temperature and local heat

release fluctuation distribution of the LPSF under different

ranges of hydrogen contents at the same position at frequencies
of 140 and 180 Hz, which correspond to the location of vortex.
The gain of the local temperature and local heat release

fluctuation of the LPSF increased at 140 Hz and decreased at
180 Hz with the increasing hydrogen content. Moreover, the
peak area of the local temperature and local heat release
fluctuation gradually widened at 140Hz and narrowed at 180Hz
with the increasing hydrogen content. In conclusion, the
increasing hydrogen content at 140 Hz expanded the flame
forward and strengthened the curve of the flame surface, but it
became more stable at 180 Hz. These data at the position of
vortex showed that an increase of hydrogen content has opposite
effects on flame instability at 140/180Hzwith equivalence ratios
of 0.75−1.
In summary, with the combustion instability of the lean

swirling premix flame under equivalence ratios of 0.75−1 and
the increased hydrogen content, it could be concluded that the
gain of the FDF slightly increased with the equivalence ratio and
reached a plateau and then decreased as the equivalence ratio
increased. The gain of the FDF increased at f = 140 Hz but
decreased at f = 180 Hz; the phase of the FDF increased and
moved away from 2π but was still in the combustion instability
state in all cases. The more curving of the LPSF with higher
hydrogen content was observed at f = 140Hz but less curving at f
= 180 Hz. It is related to the fact that the vortices induced by
acoustic excitation have been produced in different parts of the
flame at 140 and 180 Hz. The base of the LSPF was mainly
influenced by the vortex for the 140 Hz case, but the
downstream zone of the LSPF was affected by the vortex for
the 180 Hz case. While the hydrogen content increased, a
stronger or weaker entrainment effect was induced at 140 and
180 Hz, which in turn influenced the heat release oscillation,
eventually influencing the combustion instability of the LSPF.
The comparative results of local temperature and local heat
release fluctuation have verified the conclusion.

3.3. Effects of Hydrogen Contents on the FDF of
Swirling Flame Varying with Acoustic Velocity Ampli-
tudes. The laws of combustion instability under the velocity
amplitudes of 0−0.5 with increased hydrogen content are shown
in Figure 9. With an increase of velocity disturbance, the gain of
FDF decreased in nearly all cases, indicating that the combustion
system became less susceptible to velocity fluctuations when
oscillation continued to increase. Also, the phase of the FDF
changed slightly with velocity amplitudes. Moreover, the
increase of hydrogen content caused the gain of the FDF to
become larger at 140 Hz and smaller at 180 Hz. The phase
difference between the velocity oscillation and heat release
fluctuation increased with an increase in the higher hydrogen
content in both cases. The higher heat release oscillation could
be observed with larger velocity amplitudes as shown in Figure
10. It could also be concluded from Figure 10 that as the
hydrogen content increased, the heat release oscillation
increased at 140 Hz and decreased at 180 Hz.
Figure 11 shows the evolution diagram of the flame front

structure by CH* and OH* with different hydrogen contents
under velocity amplitudes from 0 to 0.45. The increasing
hydrogen content caused more curving of the flame at f = 140
Hz, while it is exactly the opposite at f = 180 Hz. It could also be
observed that the higher velocity disturbance more effectively
intensified the compression of the flame length, which enhanced
the mixing of the high-burning gas and the unburned gas.

Figure 6. OH* chemiluminescence with hydrogen contents at an
equivalence ratio of 0.8.

Figure 7. Local temperature distribution at the location of vortex with
an equivalence ratio of 0.8.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the effects of hydrogen contents on the

combustion instability of the LSPF were investigated exper-

imentally by means of determining the FDF with equivalence

ratios, acoustic frequencies, and amplitudes of velocity. The
effect of hydrogen contents on the combustion instability of the
LSPF in response to different acoustic parameters was analyzed
in terms of the flame front structure, the strength of OH*
chemiluminescence, local temperature, and local heat release

Figure 8. Local heat release fluctuation at the location of vortex with an equivalence ratio of 0.8.

Figure 9. Influence of hydrogen contents on the flame describing function with the velocity disturbance of 0−0.5.

Figure 10. Effects of hydrogen contents on the heat release rate with velocity amplitudes of 0−0.5.
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fluctuation by the PIV, ICCD, PMT, and Cassegrain optical

systems. The results showed that

(1) FDF featured maximum and minimum gain values in the
acoustic frequency range of 90−240 Hz and reached local
maximum peaks at 110 and 180 Hz and local minimum
peaks at 160 Hz.

(2) Over the equivalence ratio of 0.75−1, the amplitude of the
FDF increased at f = 140 Hz but decreased at f = 180 Hz,
while the hydrogen content increased. Concurrently, the
phase of the FDF increased andmoved away from 2π in all
of the cases. It is related to the different vortices induced
by acoustic excitation in different parts of the flame at 140
and 180 Hz. The base of the LSPF was mainly influenced
by the vortex for the 140 Hz case, but the downstream
zone of the LSPFwas affected by the vortex for the 180Hz
case. As the hydrogen content increased, a stronger or
weaker entrainment effect was induced at 140 and 180Hz,
respectively, which in turn caused the heat release
oscillation to finally increase or decrease flame instability.

(3) For velocity amplitudes of 0−0.5, the gain of the FDF
decreased with increasing velocity disturbances but the
heat release fluctuations increased with velocity dis-
turbances. The increase in the hydrogen content caused
more curving of the flame at f = 140 Hz, while it is exactly
the opposite at f = 180 Hz. It could also be observed that
the higher velocity disturbance more effectively intensi-
fied the compression of the flame length, which enhanced
the mixing of the high-burning gas and the unburned gas.
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